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Issues concerning water security plague agricultural, residential, and industrial sectors 

worldwide, despite advances in the understanding of biophysical water system processes. 

Proposed solutions to water challenges have been inadequate because they do not account for 

the dual role of humans as both contributing to and subsequently adapting to problems. This 

reality has motivated researchers to consider human decision-making and activities as 

endogenous to water system dynamics (Thompson et al., 2013; Vogel et al., 2015). Sivapalan 

et al. (2012) introduced the concept of socio-hydrology as a “new science of people and 

water” to meet this challenge. Socio-hydrology aims to broaden the study of water cycle 

dynamics with explicit consideration of social processes, similar to the field of ecohydrology, 

which incorporates ecological processes into the study of water cycling. This poses 

difficulties. Unlike ecohydrology, which involves a synthesis of two natural science 

disciplines, socio-hydrology involves incorporation of social processes, which many consider 

fundamentally different from processes tackled traditionally by natural scientists and 

engineers. 

 

Rittell and Webber (1973) define “wicked problems” as problems with unknown or 

indeterminate scope and scale, and for which there may be no definitive formulation or 

optimal solution – specifically problems of social policy and planning. It is possible to 

conceptualize socio-hydrology as a science that wrestles with wicked problems. Socio-

hydrology does not possess a precise set of principles or testable hypotheses characteristic of 

physical sciences, but advocates a holistic approach to examining water system challenges 

through inclusion of social processes (Lane, 2014; Troy et al., 2015; van der Zaag et al., 
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2014). It is therefore challenging to unambiguously articulate socio-hydrology’s guiding 

questions and methods, reconcile preferred and available data types, and define what 

modeling and prediction mean to this new field. However, far from being a deterrent, this 

wickedness is precisely what attracts and motivates the first generation of young researchers 

specializing in socio-hydrology – the doctoral student authors of this paper. 

 

Student ambitions are practical: socio-hydrology is both necessary and inevitable. 

Researchers increasingly acknowledge the importance of incorporating social processes into 

the study of water resources (Montanari et al., 2015; Rajaram et al., 2015). In the original 

account of wicked problems, Churchman (1967) states that the decision to wrestle with the 

whole rather than part of a problem is fundamentally a moral decision. Students have 

witnessed the rise of sustainability research in the water, climate, and environmental sciences, 

along with the shortcomings of that research in connecting with human-decision-making, 

management and policy. Tackling the whole of the problem, despite its challenges, is the 

most appropriate way to acknowledge and address the needs of the communities we claim to 

serve. 

 

This commentary distills PhD student perspectives on socio-hydrology, its challenges, and 

ways forward. Our discussion is informed by an anonymous 30-question survey designed by 

the two lead authors to evaluate perspectives and obtain insights on the practice of socio-

hydrology from a first generation of student socio-hydrologists. The PhD students who 

completed this survey had at least one year of experience conducting socio-hydrological 

research at the doctoral level (we invited 25 PhD students to participate, and 16 PhD students 

completed the survey - 13 co-authors and 3 acknowledged contributors). We identified 

students based on their participation in a series of socio-hydrology workshops hosted by the 
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National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center (SESYNC) in 2013-2015 and by 

recommendations from academic advisors to socio-hydrology students. 

 

We first frame the conversation with a brief discussion of what socio-hydrology is and its 

application, including who socio-hydrologists are and approaches used. We do not explicitly 

address debates over the genesis and uniqueness of socio-hydrology (Sivakumar, 2012). 

Instead, we discuss how to improve synthesis across social and hydrological knowledge by 

examining three key challenges for pioneering practitioners: interdisciplinarity, data, and the 

ambiguities and demands of socio-hydrological prediction. 

 

What is socio-hydrology? 

  

Although variously defined in the literature, socio-hydrology can be summarized as the study 

of two-way interactions between humans and water systems resulting in the co-evolution of 

coupled human-water systems (see e.g. Carey et al., 2014; Gober and Wheater, 2014; 

Montanari et al., 2013; Pataki et al., 2011; Sivapalan et al., 2012). Co-authors of this paper 

generally agree on this definition, but have differences of opinion on its scope. For example, 

four out of 16 students see socio-hydrology as including processes that link scientific 

understanding to decision-making, while five out of 16 extend the scope to include 

consideration of changing social norms and values. Regardless, what distinguishes socio-

hydrological research from social scientific investigations of human interactions with water 

systems, or hydrological studies of human-regulated systems, is that socio-hydrology 

rigorously considers the dynamics of both system processes and their coupling. 
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This bears significant overlap with other coupled-systems analyses, such as research using 

social-ecological systems (SES) or coupled human and natural systems (CHANS) 

frameworks (Liu et al., 2007; Ostrom, 2009). Still, socio-hydrology is distinguishable by its 

focus on the unique characteristics of water, and by its focus on quantifying feedbacks to 

improve hydrological prediction. Many coupled-systems analyses are descriptive, and where 

they are more than descriptive (see Schlüter et al., 2012), they often do not handle feedbacks 

as explicit dynamic processes, do not quantify the results of feedbacks, or they are tailored to 

a particular region or sector such as with some Integrated Water Resources Management 

(IWRM) models (see Bach et al., 2014). 

 

Socio-hydrology in practice 

  

Of the 16 PhD students working in socio-hydrology who contributed to this commentary, 

nearly half come from an engineering background; a quarter are from interdisciplinary 

backgrounds with a social science focus; the remaining students are split across the 

geosciences, math and computer sciences, and physical sciences. Thus, we find that students 

practicing socio-hydrology come from diverse disciplinary backgrounds. In our survey, 

students had predominantly quantitative engineering or scientific training, however nearly 

half of all reported collaborations were with social scientists. This illustrates the important 

point that socio-hydrologists aspire to integrate theory, models, and data from both the 

hydrological and (quantitative and qualitative) social sciences. We are not hydrologists 

dabbling in the social sciences, or vice versa. 

 

Socio-hydrological research consistently focuses on understanding the extent of human 

influence on one or more hydrological variables, and/or the impact of hydrological variables, 
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in conjunction with moderating influences such as institutions, on human behavior. A few 

examples of research topics include: simulation modeling of water management feedbacks to 

surface and groundwater stocks and flows, analysis of river channelization and restoration 

with respect to changing social values, and study of farmer irrigation decision-making amidst 

water shortages. Socio-hydrologists are not only working to synthesize existing theory (akin 

to ecohydrology), but also work to synthesize across case studies. 

 

There is no blueprint for conducting socio-hydrological research of this kind. Consequently, 

students use various approaches. A small subset of students have developed new frameworks 

specific to socio-hydrology (see e.g. Elshafei et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014). Others explicitly 

ask methodological questions and seek new ways to study and model socio-hydrological 

systems (Garcia et al., 2015). Students are especially interested in incorporating social 

variables into models, rather than using them as system boundaries, as well as defining new 

state variables specific to socio-hydrological systems. Most students draw from existing 

disciplines and their vetted methods: physical hydrological models, micro- and macro-

economic theory, institutional analysis, network theory, agent-based modeling, geographic 

information systems and remote sensing, optimization, and applied statistics.  

 

Challenges and opportunities 

 

In exchange for being able to tackle exciting and timely problems, socio-hydrologists face 

unique challenges. First, increased effort, time, and funding are required to do or supervise 

research that spans multiple fields. Second, socio-hydrologists grapple with mixed 

biophysical and social data. Third, the complexity of coupled social and hydrological systems 
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complicates a traditional understanding of prediction. We discuss these challenges in more 

detail below. 

 

Interdisciplinarity 

  

The opportunity to conduct interdisciplinary research motivated most students to pursue 

socio-hydrology, and all but one student contributor categorized her/his work as either cross- 

or inter-disciplinary. Yet, students note that fostering collaboration across fields is not trivial. 

In order to do research that is truly socio-hydrological, tools from different disciplines cannot 

merely be stacked on top of one another. Instead, multiple perspectives must be applied in 

both framing and addressing a research question. For example, appending an economic 

analysis to the output of a hydrological model without incorporation of feedbacks would not 

be considered a socio-hydrological pursuit. However, modeling the interaction of economic 

and hydrological processes and drawing upon both fields to represent feedbacks, would (see 

Cai et al., 2003; Pande et al., 2014; Grames et al., 2015). The latter requires translating 

language between disciplines, resolving parameter units (e.g. time scales), and rethinking 

goals of estimation (e.g. optimal vs. realized production of a water-intensive good). 

  

Given the need to master theory and methods across multiple disciplines, students are acutely 

aware that socio-hydrological research must be either a team effort, or one requiring more 

time than research in a single discipline. Additionally, there are barriers to teamwork across 

disciplines, especially across the social and physical sciences (Poteete et al., 2010). Students 

cited communication and collaboration difficulties as challenges. Scientists may be 

unfamiliar, and at times unduly critical, of theory and methods from outside their field that 

may enhance studies of coupled human and hydrological systems – especially with respect to 
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the integration of qualitative social science approaches. Alternately, social scientists and 

planners may question the management and policy relevance of hydrological theory and 

science, limiting their engagement. 

 

Data 

  

Students use a variety of data types, including hydrological data (both in-situ and remotely 

sensed), stakeholder surveys, demographic statistics and economic data; synthetic data are 

used to investigate generalized, hypothetical cases for the development or testing of models. 

Whereas relatively long-term hydrological data may be available, corresponding social data 

may not be, or may only be available at different temporal or spatial resolutions (e.g. annual 

population statistics). Even in cases where both physical and social data are available, the 

methods and standards used to assess consistency and uncertainty for both types of data are 

different. Lastly, synthesizing across data to answer causal questions (i.e. the impact of 

management actions on hydrology and vice versa) remains difficult due to differences in data 

quality. 

 

Prediction 

 

The wicked complexity of socio-hydrology makes the path to prediction a challenging one to 

follow. Coupling social and hydrological systems amplifies uncertainties that already 

challenge prediction in both domains (see Milly et al., 2008; Viglione et al., 2014). Further, 

the state-space for these coupled systems, involving interdependent variables, processes, 

actors and institutions, cannot be pre-stated (Barabási, 2003; Ostrom, 2005). Thus, there is a 

split in student views regarding the potential for socio-hydrological prediction amidst 

complexity and uncertainty. Some students believe that given variability and uncertainty in 
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socio-hydrological processes, the field should focus on the fundamental understanding of 

dynamics rather than making predictions or determining solutions to specific problems. 

Others hold the view that prediction is possible, but that socio-hydrology may need to spend a 

great deal of time on process-focused research before it can move on to prediction. 

 

The methods and data used in socio-hydrology in part define the nature of and capacity for 

prediction (Blair and Buytaert, 2015). Just as the scale of data and level of process detail 

affects the scale and accuracy of prediction using hydrological models, the same is true for 

socio-hydrological modeling and prediction. For example, if aggregate data are used to model 

decision-making, the resulting model can only predict future decisions at the group, not 

individual, level. The inclusion of data and processes on different spatio-temporal scales 

presents difficulties when modeling with current techniques, and may restrict the resolution 

of modeling to the extent that predictions do not resemble output from a traditional 

hydrological model. 

 

Customary solutions to prediction problems in hydrology, such as collection of additional 

data for improved model parameterization or use of ensemble predictions, may be difficult to 

apply in many socio-hydrological systems due either to lacking data or state-space 

uncertainty. Furthermore, a collection of well-developed models, which these kinds of efforts 

serve, does not yet exist. 

 

Looking Forward 

  

The challenges of socio-hydrology have inspired, not dampened, student enthusiasm. Student 

practitioners believe that socio-hydrology is uniquely qualified to re-define scales of human 
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impact on water (Marston et al., 2015), investigate specific human-water feedbacks and their 

mechanisms, draw generalizable conclusions across cases, and ultimately provide better 

design of policy and management interventions. To work towards this potential, student 

socio-hydrologists provide the following insights. 

 

Addressing Interdisciplinary Overload 

 

Many students recommended working within teams to combat the challenges of 

interdisciplinary research. Enhancing communication and teamwork skills among early career 

researchers and advising faculty could decrease the challenges of interdisciplinary teamwork. 

Students also suggested having additional advisers and mentors outside their primary 

discipline. Faculty and university assistance in building networks of mentors invested in 

interdisciplinary research across departments can facilitate this. Conducting interdisciplinary 

research - not just in name - requires early and candid discussion between advising faculty 

about mentorship expectations, funding, publication goals and desired venues. Despite the 

challenges, nine out of 16 students find socio-hydrology’s capacity to motivate researchers 

from different disciplines to work collaboratively to be a unique broader impact of the field. 

 

As members of an interdisciplinary water sciences community, students believe it is 

important to improve understanding of relevant integrated analysis frameworks, such as 

CHANS, SES, and IWRM, and identify common ground. As socio-hydrology moves from 

process understanding to problem solving, it will be important to consider contributions from 

and to the development of decision-making tools, and connections to the study of science 

policy (Gober and Wheater, 2014). It is from areas of overlap (and awareness of areas of non-

overlap) that socio-hydrologists can learn the most. In the short term, we suggest exploration 
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of which frameworks, models, and methods from different disciplines are most applicable to 

socio-hydrological systems analysis. 

 

Addressing Data Constraints 

 

In light of perceived socio-hydrological data limitations, students collect new data and also 

find novel ways to use existing data. Socio-hydrology reframes water problems; with this 

reframing, new insights can emerge when reexamining existing data. Mapping out publically 

available, peer-reviewed social data, exploring the costs of obtaining proprietary data, or 

collaborating with data owners leverages existing resources. Where new data collection is 

required to inform model and theory development, researchers may consider incorporating 

experimental design into new pursuits following the approach pioneered by development 

economists (Duflo et al., 2007), and by focusing on data collection at multiple scales, such as 

household and utility-level water use. 

 

While additional data collection efforts may address some gaps, others will remain. For 

example, the desire to understand significant or extreme transitions in a hydrological system 

or its management motivates several student research projects. The ability to test hypotheses 

about these transitions is limited not just by data availability, but by the rarity of the 

phenomena themselves. To address this, students recommended comparisons across case 

studies. This is key to the synthesis desired by socio-hydrologists. Methods and frameworks 

for case study comparisons are, however, limited. Therefore, devoting resources to facilitate 

comparisons of existing case studies would leverage existing work while developing new 

approaches for comparative study. 
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Addressing Predictive Capacity 

 

Addressing the prediction challenge of socio-hydrology is difficult in part due to different 

understandings of prediction, and aims of prediction. Following from Kumar (2011), water 

scientists in general face two types of prediction problems: first, problems related to the 

prediction of novel (unobserved) phenomena with the objective of understanding system 

dynamics and limits; and second, problems related to the prediction of future events in light 

of past observations with the objective of minimizing forecast error variance. Whether or not 

a researcher faces one or the other depends on his or her objective of either enhancing theory 

or making forecasts, the latter of which is generally case-specific. Researchers can address 

ambiguity in prediction goals by specifying which type of prediction problem they are 

addressing and adjusting performance expectations accordingly. 

 

Combining the complexity and uncertainty associated with social processes and data with 

well-known uncertainties in hydrological prediction amplifies prediction challenges and 

highlights a defining characteristic of socio-hydrological systems: they are wicked. 

According to Conklin (2005), wickedness in a problem makes problem understanding central 

and solutions to those problems secondary. In other words, the problem-solving ambitions of 

socio-hydrology, which typically involve forecasting, may be secondary to improved 

understanding. Therefore, socio-hydrology may presently be better suited to the first type of 

prediction - understanding generalized system dynamics and limits within the restricted 

resolution of combined hydrological and social system units. 

 

A focus on prediction in a probabilistic framework will be useful for socio-hydrology given 

heightened input uncertainty, as will be analyses that focus on uncertainty quantification in 
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the use of combined hydrological and social data. A deeper appreciation for the limits of 

quantification and the contingent nature of the rules shaping social behavior will also be 

valuable. Several students voiced the opinion that modelers, in particular, must strike a 

balance between adequate process representation and parsimony (Hawkins, 2004; Ostrom, 

2007). Grappling with the limits of predictability in socio-hydrological systems, students look 

to disciplines that have wrestled with the issue of uncertainty and prediction for complex 

systems (e.g. climate sciences, ecology, sociology, and economics).  

 

Conclusions 

 

Understanding and predicting socio-hydrological systems may be a wicked problem, but the 

challenges of socio-hydrology are also its opportunities. The students who openly discussed 

the difficulties of pioneering work in socio-hydrology are the same students who see great 

potential for socio-hydrology’s broader impacts. Half of the contributors maintain that socio-

hydrology will ultimately provide fundamentally different solutions to pressing 

environmental problems, and 14 out of 16 anticipate continuing to work in socio-hydrology 

in the future; the remaining two students expect to work on related issues.  

 

Challenged by the lack of data or seemingly incompatible data sets, students look to other 

fields to broaden their knowledge of available data and to find new approaches to data 

collection and modeling. To cope with the challenge of interdisciplinarity, students look for 

areas of overlap with other integrative fields to eliminate the need to reinvent frameworks and 

methods, find mentors outside their primary field of study, and engage in team-based 

research efforts. Students question the engineering understanding of forecast-type prediction 

as the hallmark of success, and recommend patience in the push for applied socio-hydrology. 
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Due to the wicked nature of socio-hydrological problems, we argue for an improved 

understanding of socio-hydrological system dynamics. Even though current work primarily 

focuses on enhancing a theoretical understanding, students remain inspired by socio-

hydrology’s capacity to inform water management and policy in fundamentally new and 

more effective ways. 
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